Taste A REal Spirit
Our mission is to showcase the revived art of the craft distiller and
to improve the lives of the craft consumer. We are passionate about
providing superior service to our customers and our suppliers.
We are dedicated to promoting personal contact, product
knowledge, and personal service. We proudly stand behind all
of our brands.

Contact Us
8thDevil.com

OFFICE: 805.383.4505
3787 TRANSPORT ST. STE A. | VENTURA CA 93003

I t S t a r t e d O v e r a D r i n k ...
In January 2017, Mark & Gwen Beach began the
process of opening 8th Devil Distributing LLC to
showcase 100% finely crafted, all-natural distilled
spirits to the discerning connoisseur. We are a
Veteran-owned and operated small business in
Ventura County.
It began with a 30th high school reunion on the
Central Oregon coast and a trip to a local distillery.
After a tour, a lesson in how the hand-crafted spirits
were made and a tasting; we were hooked. Since
then we have learned a tremendous amount about
the spirit distribution business and are dedicated to
blazing a new trail for craft spirit distribution.
8th Devil Distributing was created to showcase finely
crafted sprits and the skilled distillers behind them.
We specialize in distribution for those producers
who are entering the market with small batch,
craft-distilled products. We strongly believe that a
partnership with our distillers, a strong relationship
with our retailers and bar/restaurant managers and
personal consumer tastings is the best way to build
the craft spirit marketplace. We are striving hard to
create a solid craft movement here in California and
continuing to grow our portfolio of artisanal brands
from across the U.S.
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Rolling River Spirits, a family owned and operated craft
distillery located in Portland, Oregon. Launched in the
spring of 2014, Rolling River Spirits creates the highest
quality artisan spirits made from the freshest ingredients.
The name, Rolling River, was inspired by the many
majestic rivers in the Pacific Northwest, and underscores
the importance of pure water in the distillation process.
Only the finest ingredients available are used in handcrafting the spirits. The head distiller, Tim Rickard,
personally creates each blend using his own custombuilt stills and Portland's renowned pure water, which
stems from the Bull Run watershed. The distillation and
bottling of all products occur on site and is overseen and
approved by all of the team.
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C offee S pirit

G in

Our award-winning vodka distilled
with locally roasted coffee beans
from Coava Coffee Roasters of
Portland, who provide a custom
single source bean, bringing a bold,
rich and chocolaty flavor to this full
proof spirit. The initial vodka is
distilled (10X) with a hint of nonGMO organic pure cane sugar.

With the Juniper berry forward,
though not overpowering, there are
hints of Coriander, sweet Orange
peel, Lemon peel, Star Anise, and
an array of other spices brought
together to present an aromatic
yet distinct freshness. Based from
organic Non-GMO Hard Red
Winter Wheat.

80 proof
ABV 40%

84 proof
ABV 42%
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V odka

H abanero V odka

Gold medal winning Vodka is a
clean and extremely smooth spirit
that is easy on the palate and having
a subtle spice lift at the end. This
Vodka is distilled from an organic,
non-GMO hard red winter wheat
in small batches, using a custom
built, reflux style column still; which
provides the equivalent of a ten-time
distillation, resulting in a quality
spirit.

A variation of the infusion of fresh
orange habanero peppers brings an
upscale heat to our pepper vodka.
With the spice-heat of the pepper
meticulously adjusted, this spirit
brings out all the pepper flavor with
an easily tasty and manageable yet
spicy-punch.

80 proof
ABV 40%
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80 proof
ABV 40%

L ost F jord A quavit

M isty O cean A quavit

An aged version of 'Misty Ocean
Aquavit'.' The caraway, dill and
fennel combine to age in French
oak barrels. With this Aquavit, one
advances into pairing with the main
course and the vast array of side
dishes and meats. [SEASONAL]

Our flagship Aquavit, which is a
traditional Scandinavian classic
with a North West twist; caraway,
dill, and fennel combine for a light,
spicy, smooth and savory finish.
This Aquavit can be served by itself,
through-out a meal, or can be easily
focused on the beginning of a meal
by accompanying breads, cheeses,
smoked fish, gravlax’s, lutefisk, and
other tasty appetizers.

84 proof
ABV 42%

84 proof
ABV 42%
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R olling B ear A quavit

W ild B oar A quavit

Traditional
flavored
Aquavit,
caraway, orange and lemon peel,
with our addition of northwest
hops. Aged in used rye whiskey
barrels, this spirit is an outstanding
accompaniment to any of meats
such as pork, steak, lamb, moose,
and elk. Truly a one of a kind
pairing choice that can be served at
room temperature.

This is an all caraway aquavit aged in
used rye whiskey barrels for 2 years
best sipped neat [SEASONAL very
limited 2-3 cases available late 2019]

84 proof
ABV 42%
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84 proof
ABV 42%

G amle H oliday A quavit

H oliday A quavit

We take the Holiday Aquavit a step
further by aging the spirit in used
cab-franc wine barrels, thus creating
a special treat for those cold winter
nights. In this spirit, the 'sweet' profile
from the cinnamon, cardamom, and
allspice, combined with a hint of wine
from the barrel to create a spirit like
none other.
[SEASONAL]

Our own special spirit for the
holidays or any special occasion.
Based on our 'Misty Ocean', we add
cinnamon, cardamom, and allspice.
An outstanding choice for the dessert
course or an after the meal spirit.
84 proof
ABV 42%

84 proof
ABV 42%
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Swallowtail Spirits Distillery is located in Springfield,
Oregon, not far from the McKenzie River. We started
producing vodka back in November of 2014 under the
license of another distillery. Due to our success, we
decided to separate from them and open our own facility
in Springfield, Oregon.
In the first eighteen months of operation as a licensed
distillery, Swallowtail received Ten international and
national awards including Oregon Distillery of the Year
from New York International Spirits Competition and
our vodka was also awarded a double gold medal at
Seattle International Spirits Competition.
All our products are blended using glacial fed water from
the famed McKenzie River, one of the cleanest rivers in
the United States. All of the botanicals in the gins are
certified Organic from Oregon Tilth and sourced from
Mountain Rose Herbs in Eugene, Oregon.
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V odka

F lavored V odka

A Non-GMO, corn-based spirit distilled
6 times. Our vodka stands out from the
competition for its slight sweet taste and
smooth texture. Its smoothness is achieved
by an extensive filtering process using
special carbon fiber filters. These filters
remove unwanted particulates commonly
known as fusel oils and congeners. By
removing these impurities, we found the
Vodka to be more pleasing to one’s palate
making it enjoyable to drink straight up or
added to mixers. Our premium Vodka
has been compared to many of the top,
premium brands, but is priced much more
reasonably, making it a considerable value
for its price. The Vodka recently received
a Double Gold Medal from Seattle
International Spirit Awards and tied with
Grey Goose.

We currently offer Apple Cider
vodka, Raspberry, Marionberry,
Boysenberry
and
sometimes
Blackberry. We use NON-GMO
northwest fruits and do not add any
artificial flavors, colors or sugar. We
just want to highlight the natural fruit
flavor these local fruits are known
for. Each bottle of flavored vodka
has nearly one pound of fruit infused
into it.
70 proof
ABV 35%

80 proof
ABV 40%
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N avy S trength G in

A merican /C ontemporary G in

At 57% alcohol or 114 proof this
gin is dry on the palate with a
straightforward Juniper profile.
Juniper, Coriander and Angelica
root are the three botanicals used to
flavor the gin. Martini drinkers, who
prefer a dry strong, dry spirit, tend
to enjoy this style of gin. The Navy
Strength Gin has won silver at Cathy
Pacific International World Spirit
Competition Hong Kong and gold
at Seattle International Spirit Awards
and New York International Spirits
Competition.

This style of gin is typically more floral in
nature or highlighting an ingredient other than
juniper. Our American/Contemporary Gin has
won a silver medal from the American Craft
Spirits Association, Seattle International Spirits
competition the American Distilling Institute. It
contains four additional ingredients from those
mentioned above; cardamom, lime zest, orange
peel and lavender. The nose is somewhat richer in
juniper, but lends itself to be more flavorful than
the Navy Gin. This style of gin works well with
tonic, ginger ale and in some cases ginger beer.

114 proof
ABV 57%
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90 proof
ABV 45%

L ondon D ry G in

S ingle B arreled G in

Gins are also known for their
versatility. Excellent in a Martini or
Gin & Tonic. Our London Dry gin
is made with Juniper, Coriander,
Angelica, Grains of Paradise and
Orris roots. It is juniper forward with
a smooth dry feel on your pallet. Our
London Dry Gin was just awarded
a Silver medal from the American
Craft Spirits Association.

The floral and citrus notes derived
from our contemporary gin alongside
unique hints of spice, clove and
caramel imparted from 3 to 6 months
of aging in Oregon white oak (Quercus
garryana). This is the whiskey lovers gin
and uniquely suited for bold
cocktails, straight-up or over ice.
88 proof
ABV 44%

90 proof
ABV 45%
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M c K enzie R iver W hiskey
This whisky is made primarily from corn
to give you that smooth, sweet, whiskey
taste that the United States has become
so well known for. After 5 years of aging
it was finished in King Estate Pinot Noir
barrels and balanced to perfection using
water sourced from the famed McKenzie
River. Well known for its cold, glacial fed,
incredibly clean water.
Fisherman and drift boats, like the one
pictured on the front, have been a common
sight along the McKenzie River for decades.
80 proof
ABV 40%
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8thDevil.com

